SUDOKU

Solution of Previous SUDOKU

ACROSS
1. The season in March
2. -- and Arise
3. Start for brothers
4. National Defence Academy
5. A garland (usually placed on a memorial)
6. Acronym for Tribhuvandas Bhimji Zaveri
7. -- the stroke of midnight
8. A pronoun for us
9. Measurement of temperature
10. First name of fast bowler Botham
11. a garland (usually placed on a memorial)
12. acronym for Tribhuvandas Bhimji Zaveri
13. Period before christ
14. The third planet
15. a garland (usually placed on a memorial)
16. The language of the holy Quran
17. Measurement of temperature
18. The language of the holy Quran
19. The language of the holy Quran
20. First name of fast bowler Botham
21. chemical symbol for sodium
22. a person who performs in films, plays...
23. To move slowly
24. National Democratic Front
25. Acronym for a newspaper
26. -- your toes
27. Acronym for a newspaper
28. -- your toes
29. Go off
30. United India
31. Acronym for a newspaper
32. Negative
33. chemical symbol of aluminium
34. Young ones of a frog

DOWN
1. a common bread snack
2. Public Works Department
3. Night, in Hindi
4. The Kiwis are from this place
5. Measurement of temperature
6. A vessel
7. Famous cricket series between England and Australia
8. Beauty and the --
9. Period before Christ
10. The third planet
11. Lance corporal
12. Acronym for a newspaper
13. Period before Christ
14. The third planet
15. Measurement of temperature
16. The language of the holy Quran
17. Measurement of temperature
18. The language of the holy Quran
19. The language of the holy Quran
20. First name of fast bowler Botham
21. chemical symbol for sodium
22. chemical symbol for sodium
23. To move slowly
24. National Democratic Front
25. Acronym for a newspaper
26. -- your toes
27. Acronym for a newspaper
28. -- your toes
29. Go off
30. United India
31. Acronym for a newspaper
32. Negative
33. chemical symbol of aluminium
34. Young ones of a frog
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Solution How to Play
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9
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